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the day before, of articles that had long waited for their
chance to appear, of dull letters from bigwigs whom it
was not worth while to offend* Upon the volume of
these " held-overs '* depended the number of pages.
Advertisements were few and inconspicuous* No' " dis-
play " lightened the pages of solid type* If it had been
suggested to the editor that advertising was more than
a subsidiary to the real business of the paper, which was
to form opinion, he would have stared in amazement,
then waved the notion aside*
In those days some event of rare public interest might
induce newspapers to enlarge their usual size. The
extra pages would be filled with news* Now, as soon
as the date of any occurrence likely to attract attention
is announced, advertising departments begin to solicit
orders for space in the issues of that date and the dates
just before it* Advertisers also begin without solicitation
to book space in a few journals which they consider
specially useful*
Events in which royalty is concerned are very closely
bound up with advertising; when newspapers publish
Coronation or Royal Funeral numbers, these are chiefly
filled with advertisements* The same is true of the
supplements published by The Times and the Daily
Telegraph about industries or countries* None of these
special issues would be published if there were no buyers
of space ready to pay high rates. It is the advertising
alone which makes it possible to give newspapers away*
That sounds absurd, yet it is exactly what happens*
Even copies of ordinary issues often contain, as we have
seen, slightly more printed paper than the penny or the
twopence paid for them would buy. The printed paper
in special numbers sold at the usual price costs a good
deal more than the price charged to the newspaper
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